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ABSTRACT: The direct synthesis of hierarchically intergrown silicalite-1 can be achieved
using a specific diquaternary ammonium agent. However, the location of these molecules in
the zeolite framework, which is critical to understand the formation of the material, remains
unclear. Where traditional characterization tools have previously failed, herein we use
polarized stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy to resolve molecular organization
inside few-micron-sized crystals. Through a combination of experiment and first-principles
calculations, our investigation reveals the preferential location of the templating agent
inside the linear pores of the MFI framework. Besides illustrating the attractiveness of SRS
microscopy in the field of material science to study and spatially resolve local molecular
distribution as well as orientation, these results can be exploited in the design of new
templating agents for the preparation of hierarchical zeolites

Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates that contain ordered
micropores of molecular dimensions.1 This well-defined

microporosity, together with the intrinsic ion-exchange proper-
ties of these materials, offers numerous applications ranging
from shape-selective heterogeneous catalysis2,3 and gas
separation4,5 to housing stable luminescent Ag nanoclusters.6

However, this microporosity comes at the expense of efficient
molecular transport within the material, which can be
detrimental in catalytic applications. Several approaches have
been put forward to reduce the diffusion path lengths within
zeolites crystals, while keeping its well-ordered microporous
structure.7 Among these, the hierarchization of zeolites, that is,
the introduction of an additional porosity level (typically
mesopores),8 has been shown to be an efficient and viable
solution from lab scale9−12 to industrial plant.13 Hierarchical
zeolites can be prepared either by postsynthetic treatment (top-
down approach) or direct synthesis (bottom-up approach).7

The former consists of the partial removal of silicon or
aluminum atoms or the restructuration of the crystals, whereas
the latter is achieved by using specific templating agents during
the zeolite synthesis. To this end, both hard (e.g., nano-
structured carbon) and soft (small organic compounds)
templates can be used as structure-directing agents.

While some soft templating agents have a complex
amphiphilic structure composed of a long hydrophobic chain
and a hydrophilic zeolite structure-directing group,14 it was
shown that much simpler compounds such as tetrabutylammo-
nium and tetrabutylphosphonium can fulfill this role.15,16

Chaikittisilp et al.17 recently explored an alternative approach
b a s e d o n d i q u a t e r n a r y c a t i o n s o f t h e t y p e
(CnH2n+1)3N

+(CH2)kN
+(CnH2n+1)3, which were previously

used in the preparation of silicalite-1 membranes18 as the
organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) for the bottom-up
preparation of hierarchical silicalite-1 zeolites. Out of the
several OSDAs with different spacer and headgroup lengths
that were investigated, only (C3H7)3N

+(CH2)5N
+(C3H7)3

(shown in Figure 1a, denoted hereafter Pr6-diquat-C5) directed
the formation of hierarchical silcalite-1 zeolite (Figure 1b),
while the others led to the formation of crystals with a more
conventional morphology.19 The crystals prepared with Pr6-
diquat-C5 consist of orthogonal silicalite-1 lamellae with a
thickness of tens of nanometers (Figure 2a). For the sake of
clarity, we will focus in this report on the two main types of
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lamellae, that is the main lamella and the lateral lamellae. TEM
images coupled to selected area electron diffraction patterns of
the lamellae confirmed the single-crystalline nature of the
material and revealed that the crystallographic b axis of the MFI
framework runs perpendicular to the surface of each lamella.17

Additional HR-TEM imaging confirmed this observation and
allowed us to observe line defects that were attributed to the
intersection between two orthogonal intergrowths.19 While the
orientation of the observed defects is not clear, their presence
suggests that the orthogonal intergrowths originate from
structure distortion rather than MFI−MEL intergrowths, as
reported in silicalite-1 nanosheets; the absence of the MEL
phase in the PXRP patterns, especially at 2θ = 44−46°,
supports this explanation.17

The hierarchically intergrown morphology obtained with Pr6-
diquat-C5 was rationalized in terms of its unique fit within the
zeolite. Silicalite-1 has a crystalline framework of the MFI type,
which consists of interconnected zigzag (or “sinusoidal”) and
linear (or “straight”) pores running along the crystallographic a
and b axes, respectively. On the basis of the chemical structure
of the OSDA and the structure of the MFI framework, the
spacer linking the two quaternary ammonium groups can be in

either the zigzag or linear pores (Figure 2b). A theoretical
comparison of the two scenarios based on molecular dynamics
and stabilization energy calculations showed that the arrange-
ment of Pr6-diquat-C5 inside the linear pores is more
favorable.19 However, further experimental proofs are desired
to confirm those results.
To address this, characterization of the molecular organ-

ization at the single crystal is required. Accurate determination
of the location of templating agent inside ZSM-5 crystals has
been done using X-ray diffraction,20 but this is not feasible in
this case due to the small size of the zeolite particles. Imaging
techniques relying on fluorescence21,22 or second harmonic
generation23 were also successfully used to probe molecular
orientation in large zeolite crystals but are not applicable to Pr6-
diquat-C5 owing to its intrinsic electronic properties. On the
contrary, Raman spectroscopy has been used to investigate
similar organic templates occluded inside zeolite crystals.24,25

Furthermore, polarized Raman imaging has proven to be
extremely useful to assess molecular orientations in biological
samples26,27 as well as inorganic materials28,29 by utilizing the
well-defined polarization dependence of vibrational signatures.
In this contribution we use stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
microscopy to record the polarized images because it offers
diffraction-limited resolution as well as fast acquisition times
when looking at specific vibrations.30 Moreover, this technique
is background-free and does not suffer from vibrational shifts
unlike the more often used coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS) microscopy simplifying data analysis.
Figure 3a presents the spontaneous Raman spectrum of Pr6-

diquat-C5 occluded in the hierarchical silicalite-1 zeolite in the
CH-stretching region. Partial overlap of bands corresponds to
symmetric and asymmetric stretching of both CH2 and CH3
groups of Pr6-diquat-C5, leading to a complex pattern. The
spectra of saturated aliphatic chains in this region are often
subdivided into four contributions attributed in ascending order
of wavenumbers to vs(CH2), vs(CH3), vas(CH2), and
vas(CH3).

31 Using this simplified picture, the band centered
around 2884 cm−1 is therefore assigned to the symmetric
stretching of CH2. It appears that unlike the other contributions
at higher wavenumbers that are strongly overlapped, this
particular band is well-resolved, meaning that this vibrational
mode can be selectively probed with SRS microscopy. To
provide deeper insights into the contributions in this spectral
window, the Raman spectrum of a free Pr6-diquat-C5 molecule
was calculated by density functional theory (DFT); see the
computational details below. In our approach, we have first
sampled the structures of Pr6-diquat-C5 molecules inside an
MFI zeolite in both the linear and zigzag pores using molecular
dynamics simulations and further force-field optimization
(Figure 2b). Extracting free molecules (i.e., without the zeolite
framework) from these two structures, DFT geometry
optimizations have been performed that obviously lead to the
same atomic positions. The Raman spectrum of the free
molecule was then determined by DFT calculations (Figure
3a). A detailed analysis of the different modes observed in the
simulated spectrum shows that the mode at the lowest
wavenumber in the spectral window indeed corresponds to
the symmetric stretching of some CH2 groups but not all of
them; the calculated value of the wavenumber associated with
this normal mode is 2915 cm−1, 30 cm−1 higher than the
experiment. Furthermore, the results of the simulation indicate
that only the CH2 groups located on the spacer between the
two quaternary ammonium contribute to this mode (Figure

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of Pr6-diquat-C5. (b) SEM image of a
typical hierarchically intergrown silicalite-1 crystal obtained using Pr6-
diquat-C5 as a templating agent.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the MFI framework and a
hierarchically intergrown zeolite. (b) Optimized structures of the Pr6-
diquat-C5/silicalite-1 complexes when the spacer of the molecules is
located in the zigzag and linear pores, respectively. The axes indicate
the crystallographic axis of the MFI framework.
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3b), while the bands associated with the other CH2 groups
appear at higher wavenumbers due to coupling with the
terminal CH3 groups. The first mode in the CH-stretching
region can thus be used to assess the orientation of methylene
groups located on the spacer and therefore the orientation of
Pr6-diquat-C5 inside the pores of the hierarchical zeolite. Using
the linear polarizability derivatives with respect to the normal
modes the polarization dependence of the SRS signal
corresponding to this specific vibrational mode was then
computed. Assuming a propagation of the linear polarized
excitation source perpendicular to the Pr6-diquat-C5 molecule
depicted in Figure 3b, the angular dependence of the SRS signal
intensity for this OSDA was calculated for different angles with
respect to the axis formed by the spacer, with the results
presented in Figure 3c. As expected, the polarization depend-
ence of selected vs(CH2) vibration is highly anisotropic,
reaching a maximum with the incident polarization parallel to
the CH2 groups of the spacer (Figure 2c). A polarization-
resolved mapping of this mode should therefore allow us to
resolve the orientation of Pr6-diquat-C5 molecules within the
hierarchical zeolite, relative to the optical field of view and the
crystal orientation.

Figure 4a presents a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of a typical hierarchically intergrown silicalite-1 crystal.

The correlative SRS imaging of this same crystal was recorded
at different depths using the vibrational mode of Pr6-diquat-C5
molecules occluded in its microporous framework centered at
2884 cm−1 (Figure 5b,c). Because of the diffraction-limited

Figure 3. (a) Spontaneous Raman spectrum of Pr6-diquat-C5 in a
MFI zeolite and theoretical spectra (discrete and broadened using
Lorentzians with a fwhm of 5 cm−1) of the free molecule having an
optimized geometry simulated by DFT calculations. (b) Illustration of
the CH2 stretching vibrational mode of the theoretical spectrum. The
arrows drawn on the molecule and the schematic representation of the
CH2 group indicate the atomic motions associated with the vibrational
mode. (c) Normalized polarization dependence of the vibrational
mode depicted in panel b, with angles relative to the axis formed by
the spacer (indicated by the y axis).

Figure 4. (a) SEM image of hierarchical silicalite-1 crystals (scale bar =
1 μm). (b−d) SRS images at 2884 cm−1 of the OSDA molecules inside
the micropores of the crystal, at 1, 3, and 5 μm from the top of the
crystal (scale bar = 1 μm). The excitation lasers have a linear
polarization parallel to the main lamella (indicated by the arrow).

Figure 5. SRS images of the OSDA molecules inside the micropores of
the crystal using linearly polarized laser beams (a) parallel to the a axis
of the main lamella and (b) perpendicular to the a axis of the main
lamella (the arrow indicates the polarization; scale bar = 1 μm). (c,d)
Intensity of the SRS signal in the three rectangular areas. (The angles
are defined relative to the a axis of the main lamella, indicated on the
top right of the images.)
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resolution of the SRS microscope, the lamellae are slightly
smeared in the image; however, the main lamella and the 90°
intergrowths can be easily distinguished. Thus the polarization
dependence of the SRS signal can be evaluated at different
locations in a single zeolite crystal.
The crystal of interest depicted in Figure 4a is lying on its

side, with the main lamella perpendicular to the field of view
(Figure 2a), meaning that the incident laser beams propagate
through the crystal along the crystallographic c axis of all
lamellae. Polarization-resolved SRS imaging of the crystal using
the band centered at 2884 cm−1 was done by varying the angle
formed by the linear polarization of the laser beams and the
crystallographic a axis of the main lamella between 0 and 180°
by steps of 10°. Figure 5a,b shows the SRS images of the
middle plane of the crystal for two polarization angles 0 and
90° with respect to the crystallographic a axis, respectively.
Significant differences between the two images are clearly
visible, with the SRS signal of the OSDA in the main lamella
being more intense at 0° than at 90°, whereas the opposite
trend is observed for the lateral lamellae. For the three selected
areas identified in Figure 5a,b, we plot the angular dependence
of the SRS signal in Figure 5c−e. Here area (c) is selected along
the central lamella with minimal intergrowths present, area (d)
is also on the same central lamella, however, more toward the
center and with a higher intergrowth content, and area (e) is
chosen at the tip of the largest lateral lamella. These polar plots
reveal the already observed anisotropic behavior, with areas (c)
and (e) possessing a strong anisotropic signal, rotated by 90°,
as could be expected for an intergrowth structure (see Figure
2a). On the contrary, area (d) is composed of a mixture of both
orthogonal components.
Considering the crystallographic structure of the main

lamella and the simulated polar plots shown previously, the
data in Figure 5c−e indicate that the CH2 groups of the spacer
are located inside the linear pores and that Pr6-diquat-C5
molecules are preferentially located in those pores of the MFI
framework. Therefore, the remaining presence of SRS signal in
the lateral regions in the middle of the crystal observed in
Figure 5a originates from OSDA molecules located in smaller,
secondary intergowths present on the lateral lamellae that are
thus again parallel to the main lamella (Figure 4a). For the
polar plot in Figure 5d, the presence of two components very
close in intensity stems from the multiple 90° intergrowths that
are in focus at this location of the crystal, as shown on the SEM
image of the crystal (Figure 4a).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated polarized SRS

microscopy to be a powerful technique for the imaging of
complex micron-sized zeolite crystals and resolve the
orientation of ordered templating molecules within. Supported
by DFT calculations of the Pr6-diquat-C5 vibrational properties,
the vs(CH2) mode and its polarization behavior were utilized to
derive the relative alignment of the whole molecule within the
hierarchical silicalite-1 zeolite. Our results show that the
structure-directing agent is preferentially located in the linear
pores rather than in the zigzag pores of the zeolite, in
agreement with previous stabilization energy calculation. These
insights can be exploited to design new dimeric OSDAs that
can direct the formation of hierarchically intergrown zeolites by
including in the chemical structure a spacer, which will have to
be stretched to fit between two pores intersection. We note that
while SRS microscopy has almost exclusively been used in
biomedical studies up to now, the results obtained here endorse
its strong potential in the fields material science to study and

spatially resolve local molecular distribution as well as
orientation.
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